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Abstract

Current telecommunications systems allocate iden-
tifiers to devices, and end-points. While this has
worked well thus far, we believe that as more de-
vices are used to access these systems, people will
have a tendency to be mobile across these de-
vices. In this article we review current systems
and introduce a new model for telecommunica-
tions, which we term Person to Person Commu-
nications. Under this new model people are al-
located identifiers, which they may associate with
any number of devices. We outline why we believe
this to be a more e ective model than the current
one.

1. Introduction
Future telecoms networks are likely to di er

from today’s networks in that they will facili-
tate communication on a person to person basis.
These networks will allow people to be contacted
once they have a point of attachment to the net-
work. They will be organised as a network of net-
works, which are heterogeneous and not under the
control of a single entity. We use the term disag-
gregated to describe these networks. Whereas to-
day’s networks are, for the most part, still aware
of geographic location for identification and call
routing, this will not be the case in future net-
works. Instead the focus will be on communica-
tion between people, who may be highly mobile.
Presence will have an important part to play in
these networks as people may not be available
for receiving calls at all times. A new network
architecture is needed to facilitate these require-
ments. Such an architecture, however, presents
new problems to be addressed. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines
the issues to be resolved, Section 3 takes a look
at relevant telephony and network systems, and
finally we will outline a high-level design in Sec-
tion 4. As our design is currently in its infancy,

the focus of this paper will be on the state of the
art rather than the design of the system.

2. Issues
Our investigation of the problem domain re-

vealed that the main issues to be addressed were
as follows:

• Unique identification of users
• Allocation of identifiers
• Resolution of identifiers to routable tokens
• User privacy
• User control over session initiation
• Security of communications
• Interoperability with other networks
Our goal is to enable communications between

people who are mobile across di erent points of
attachment to a decentralised network. For this
reason we propose utilising user identities, which
are devoid of locational information. As with any
network each participant in the network needs
to be identified uniquely. Since these identifiers
will be used by people to contact others they
should be somewhat memorable, as people would
be likely provide them to people who they wish to
be contacted by. We must, thus, choose a method
for identifying users in a unique, and memorable
fashion.
These identifiers must be allocated by some au-

thority. We wish for our network to be as decen-
tralised as possible, and so we should not rely on
a single authority to allocate all identifiers. We
will investigate identifier allocation methods for
this purpose in future work, and evaluate which
would prove most e ective for this purpose.
Once a user has been allocated an identifier,

they will wish to be contactable. To achieve this,
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they will need to make their identifier available
to others. When two people wish to contact each
other today, one will typically obtain a unique
identifier for the other using a directory, business
card, or some other out-of-band means. They
will then provide this to an application, which
may resolve it to a routable identifier, if it isn’t
one already, and utilise that information to con-
tact the other. Upon joining the network a user
will associate their identifier with their location
information. We must, thus, provide a means to
resolve identifiers to routable tokens. In a de-
centralised architecture this may involve routing
across di erent network types. We must thus
have a routing agnostic architecture, which is ca-
pable of routing across di erent underlying net-
work technologies.
Resolving this identifier to a routable token

should not however provide any information, which
may compromise a user’s privacy. For instance,
it should not be possible to establish a user’s lo-
cation by constantly performing lookups on their
identifier to obtain location data. The user should
also be protected from unsolicited calls, and other
misuses of their identifier. For example, with the
lack of cost involved in making a VoIP call, Spam
over Internet Telephony (SPIT) has been recog-
nised as a problem that must be overcome in the
future. Thus providing the user with control over
who can contact them would be desirable.
For this reason we envision users being able to

create profiles, which define their availability to
callers. They should be able to define parameters
such as who they will accept calls from, at what
times they will accept calls, and how these calls
should be routed. A user’s profile should be easy
to update and must be managed in a way that
guarantees enforceability.
The decentralised nature of our network cre-

ates a number of security issues. Since users of
the network are to be allocated their identifiers in
a decentralised fashion, we must guard against at-
tacks on the allocation mechanism e.g. the Sybil
attack [1] and ensure that only authorised users
are allowed access to their identifier. Some infras-
tructure is, thus, required to provide authentica-
tion between users and the network. In addition
to authenticating users we need to ensure that the
data that is transmitted is protected from eaves-
droppers. This is especially important as, in our
network, data may be routed over links belonging
to untrusted organisations. To this end communi-
cation should be protected by an encrypted chan-
nel. We must first, however, solve the problem of
sharing keys across an insecure channel.
Our system should inter-operate with current

telephony networks. Voice over IP (VoIP), for ex-
ample, has seen sizeable take up in recent years.
This has been facilitated in a large part by net-
work operators o ering the means to contact users
in the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN),
thereby creating a migration path for users, with-
out losing any of the functionality that they cur-
rently enjoy, until VoIP achieves a critical mass
of users. Similarly our system must provide a
seamless migration path from current telephony
systems in a manner that ensures that there is no
loss in functionality.

3. State of the Art
In this section we will look at relevant current

and emerging telecommunications and network
systems. In each case we will take a look at the
issues they address and how well they succeed in
addressing those issues.

3.1 Public Switched Telephone Net-
work

The identifier used in the Public Switched Tele-
phone Network (PSTN) is a telephone number
whose form is governed by ITU Recommenda-
tion E.164. The recommendation specifies that
a telephone number has a maximum length of
15 digits, and usually takes the form hcountry
codei + hnational destination codei + hsubscriber
numberi. A National Destination Code together
with a Subscriber Number comprise a Nationally
Significant Number. Telephone numbers are allo-
cated in a top-down manner. The ITU Telecom-
munication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) has
responsibility for allocating country codes, while
allocation of Nationally Significant Numbers is
the responsibility of individual countries [2]. Usu-
ally there will be a regulatory body, which will
allocate National Destination Codes, and ranges
of Subscriber Numbers to Service Providers, who
will then allocate subscriber numbers to their cus-
tomers. While PSTN lines are fixed, there are
services which allow for portability and mobil-
ity. Mobility is typically achieved using call for-
warding, which is a service o ered by telephone
companies and allows a user to specify a tele-
phone number to which their calls should be for-
warded. This is a cumbersome way of achieving
mobility as a user must enable the service them-
selves, and then change the details whenever they
move between places. Number Portability, usu-
ally synonymous with Service Provider Portabil-
ity, allows a subscriber to keep their old telephone
number when they switch to a di erent Service
Provider. There are a number of di erent tech-
niques for achieving number portability, however
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Figure 1: Onward Routing

the premise is the same. A database stores a list
of all ported numbers, and their routing numbers.
This database may be hosted at either the donor
network, i.e. the network that was originally as-
signed the number, or it may be centrally admin-
istered [3]. Two Number Portability algorithms
are depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, namely Onward
Routing and All Call Query respectively. In this
scenario the Origin Network is the network from
which the call originates, the new service net-
work is the target network, where the subscriber
is contactable, the old service network is the last
network from which the number was ported, and
the donor network is the network to which the
number was originally allocated. Onward Rout-
ing makes use of an Internal Number Portability
Database (INPDB), stored at the donor network,
while All Call Query makes use of a Centralised
Number Portability Database. Relying on the
donor network is problematic, since if the Ser-
vice Provider operating that network closes their
operations the database will need to be moved,
or may be lost altogether. However, relying on a
centralised entity is also not strictly advantageous
since access to that database is subject to their
regulations. Global Number Portability, where
a telephone number may be ported to a Service
Provider in a di erent country remains an un-
solved problem.

3.2 Universal PersonalTelecommuni-
cations

Universal Personal Telecommunications (UPT)
was introduced by the ITU in 2001, as a ser-
vice where a subscriber is given a single num-
ber, at which they could be contactable regard-
less of their point of attachment to the telephone
network [4]. The ITU allocated the 878 country
code for this purpose. A subscriber would be allo-
cated a UPT number from a service provider un-
der this country code. They could then create a

Figure 2: All Call Query

Figure 3: High-level view of UPT

Service Profile, which would specify to the Service
Provider where their calls should be forwarded
to, and at what times to allow calls through etc.
A sample call setup is shown in Fig 3. When
the caller phones the UPT number their Service
Provider will route the call to the callee’s UPT
Service Provider, who will then consult the callee’s
Service Profile, and finally route the call to the
correct location based on the rules defined in the
profile. UPT solves the issue of identifying users
independent of their location by e ectively mak-
ing the identifier a pointer to the location defined
in the user’s profile. UPT, however, has not at-
tracted the interest of Service Providers, and so
remains largely unused.

3.3 Global System for Mobile Com-
munications

Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
is a Mobile Communications standard, which is
currently deployed in over 200 countries. Users
are identified by a telephone number known as
a Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN).
GSM facilitates roaming between di erent geo-
graphic areas by maintaining the current location
of a subscriber in a central database known as
the Home Location Register (HLR). When a sub-
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Figure 4: Locating subscribers in the GSM
network

scriber is to be contacted the HLR is consulted to
find their current location and the call may thus
be routed. GSM subscribers are identified in the
HLR by an International Mobile Subscriber Iden-
tity (IMSI) number. The IMSI number protects
the subscriber’s privacy from casual monitors of
GSM tra c, since their telephone number is not
transmitted [5].
Several components of the GSM security sys-

tem have been shown to be vulnerable. The un-
published cryptographic algorithms used by GSM,
the A5/1 stream cipher and the A3/8 Message
Authentication Code (MAC), were successfully
cryptanalysed by Biryukov et al [6]. The roam-
ing security subsystem was also attacked based
on the fact that data exchanged between base sta-
tions over microwave links are in practice trans-
mitted in the clear, despite the provision for en-
cryption specified in the GSM standard [7]. Since
the home network does not want to reveal the se-
cret key it shares with a subscriber to a visited
network, it releases a number of precomputed au-
thenticators, called ”triples” in GSM terminol-
ogy. The visited network uses these to authenti-
cate a roaming subscriber without gaining access
to the secret key the subscriber shares with her
home network. As links between base stations are
not encrypted an attacker can intercept the au-
thenticators exchanged over the microwave trans-
missions between the home and visited networks.
These can then be used to charge telephone calls
to the real subscriber.

3.4 Skype
Skype is a Peer-to-Peer internet telephony ser-

vice. Users of the network contact each other
primarily using the Skype software client. The
client behaves like an Instant Messaging applica-
tion, with users receiving notification of their con-
tacts presence information. Skype provides addi-

tional services that allow users of the PSTN to
contact, and be contacted by Skype users. Users
are identified by a Skype-issued username. A
P2P network, which they call their Global In-
dex (GI), is used to perform lookups on these
usernames to retrieve location and presence in-
formation and facilitate call routing. Due to the
proprietary nature of Skype little is known about
how this lookup is performed, how data is routed,
the structure of the Skype network, or its secu-
rity model although there have been studies into
these areas such as [8], [9] and [10].

3.5 Session Initiation Protocol
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a general

purpose signalling protocol developed by the IETF.
SIP has established itself as the dominant pro-
tocol in the VoIP industry, with the majority
of VoIP providers using it to initiate their calls,
which would then be transported using a media
transfer protocol, typically RTP. SIP peers com-
municate in a Peer-to-Peer manner, and are iden-
tified by a URI of the form sip:username@example.com.
Calls to a SIP URI will mean have the signalling
data transported in plaintext, while calls to a
SIPS URI will ensure that all SIP data will be
transported securely, using TLS [11]. However,
because the media stream is separate to the sig-
nalling stream in a SIP system, this must also be
encrypted. This is generally achieved using a se-
cure media transport protocol such as SRTP [12].
As a text protocol SIP su ers from some perfor-
mance issues, and the IP Multimedia Subsystem,
which we will introduce later in the article, em-
ploys header compression to mitigate this.

3.6 ENUM
ENUM is a system for resolving E.164 num-

bers to URIs. It was designed to use DNS for
name resolution, and a separate DNS domain,
e164.arpa, was delegated for this purpose. Since
DNS uses domain names as identifiers, an E.164
number must be converted to a domain name in
order to allow it to be resolved. This works by
taking the number, removing any non-digit char-
acters, placing a period between each number, re-
versing the order of the digits, and appending the
”.e164.arpa” string to the end of it. For example
the number +35312345678 would be converted as
follows:

1. Remove ’+’ - 35312345678

2. Insert periods - 3.5.3.1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8

3. Reverse order - 8.7.6.5.4.3.2.1.3.5.3

4. Append ”.e164.arpa” - 8.7.6.5.4.3.2.1.3.5.3.e164.arpa
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5. Result:
$ORIGIN 8.7.6.5.4.3.2.1.3.5.3.e164.arpa
IN NAPTR 100 10 ”u” ”sip+E2U”
”!̂.*$!sip:me@example.com!”

This string may then be resolved according to
the usual DNS algorithms. DNS was designed
to be an open system, and as such there was
a conscious decision not to limit access to DNS
records in any way. DNS records are typically
straight forward to update, and provide a max-
imum length of time for which they should be
cached, the time to live (TTL). Systems such as
Dynamic DNS take advantage of this to provide
mobility for internet hosts by setting the TTL
to a low value, and providing software to users
which updates the address records for a specific
domain name. Mobility for ENUM users could
be provided in a similar manner.
Mockapetris identifies some shortcomings in DNS

that ENUM must contend with if it is to be suc-
cessfully deployed as a bridge between the PSTN
and VoIP networks [13]. The main issues he high-
lights are scalability and latency issues with cur-
rent DNS infrastructure. He explains how re-
search undertaken by his company, Nominium,
demonstrates that the current popular DNS servers
would be unable to scale to support the addi-
tion of the large number of fixed and mobile tele-
phones to the Internet. He explains that a current
latency of a few seconds is not unusual for a re-
sponse to a DNS request, but that such a delay is
not acceptable as an additional delay to the setup
time required for a telephone call.

3.7 IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a net-

work architecture for enabling the convergence
of fixed and mobile telecommunications networks
and the Internet. It was proposed by the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), and the
Internet Engineering Task Force. The aim of IMS
is to facilitate access to Internet services for users
of cellular networks, and as such IMS runs on IP
and uses SIP as its signalling protocol. A user
of IMS can access the network using a variety of
devices e.g. PDAs, mobile phones, or computers.
The designers of IMS recognised that there would
likely be a large number of di erent devices that
may be used to access the network, and that peo-
ple could possibly access the network using more
than one device. They also realised that a user
may wish to be contactable under more than one
identity as they may want to have separate iden-
tities for personal and business use. This was the
motivation behind the design of Public User Iden-
tities, and Private User Identities. A Private User

Identity is unique to a device, and plays a simi-
lar role to an IMSI in a GSM network. Private
User Identities take the form of Network Access
Identifiers (NAI), which are strings that are of
the format: username@operator.com. A Public
User Identity is analogous to an MSISDN in a
GSM network. They may be either SIP or TEL
URIs e.g. tel:+3531234567, so that compatibility
with the PSTN may be maintained. A Private
User Identity will be stored, along with one or
more Public User Identities, on a smart card. A
user may have multiple smart cards, for use in
di erent devices, thus allowing them to be mo-
bile across devices. In addition, the 3GPP have
defined a presence architecture for IMS, which
allows users authorised by a subscriber to ob-
tain their presence information. This presence
architecture would allow for the deployment of
applications such as Instant Messaging, and en-
able them to combine with other services such as
voice. All applications would then benefit from
the mobility provided by the network architec-
ture itself.
Due to the centralised nature of IMS, however,

the range and number of applications that will
be deployed on the architecture is likely to be de-
pendent on the network operators. The operators
will most likely exert full control over these appli-
cations. This is in contrast to the Internet where
networks are generally much more open.

3.8 Google Talk
With their foray into the world of VoIP and In-

stant Messaging, Google have taken the opposite
approach to Skype, and have used open protocols
namely the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP) [14], and Jingle [15], an exten-
sion to XMPP that adds support for multimedia
streams. XMPP is the protocol used by Jabber, a
decentralised Instant Messaging implementation.
Jabber identifiers take the form of email addresses
i.e. username@server.com. A user will register
an account with a server, which keeps track of
the users location. It will then assume responsi-
bility for delivering that user’s outgoing and in-
coming messages. A message will be delivered to
the server indicated in the user’s identifier, which
will in turn deliver it to the individual user. Jab-
ber is decentralised and allows anyone to setup
their own server. In addition to delivering mes-
sages to other Jabber users, a server may also
run a number of transports. Transports act as
gateways between di erent networks enabling a
Jabber user to send messages to people on these
networks. At the time of writing Google Talk
was still in beta, and as such not all the intended
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features have been implemented. For this reason
encryption for calls is currently not supported.
Google have also not provided a means for users
to communicate with people on the PSTN.

4. General Model
In this section we will present our own pro-

posal for addressing the issues identified in the
first section of this paper. We will outline the
functionality of our system on a high-level. How-
ever our system is still under active development
and therefore presented in brief.
We will start by discussing the topology of the

network. Our network will consist of a set of en-
terprise networks, which are interconnected by
the Internet. Enterprise networks represent ad-
ministrative domains, and each will have its own
centralised control. However, no central entity
will exist, that has control over all of the net-
works. Nodes in di erent administrative domains
will communicate through gateways.
Users may roam between these administrative

domains, and for this reason should be identified
in a location independent way. Upon joining the
network the user will register their location, or
a token that makes it possible to route data to
their location, and their identifier with the net-
work. Other users may then contact them by
performing a search for this identifier, which will
return the token that will allow a session to be
initiated.
We mentioned in Section 2 that we envision

support for the creation of user profiles. In their
profile a user will be able to define details such as
which users are authorised to contact them, what
times other are allowed to contact them at, and
what to do when they’re unavailable to receive
calls. Since this profile a ects whether or not a
user is capable of contacting the other, it should
a ect the result of their search. No result, or
an unavailable message should be returned when
contact is expressly forbidden by a profile. This
will prevent circumvention of the profile by mali-
cious users.
Assuming that the profile doesn’t expressly for-

bid a call initiation, and the user is available to
receive calls,a call may be initiated. This call will
be initiated by SIP or some other session control
protocol. As both hosts can route packets to each
other the call will commence.
There will be a number of gateways in the net-

work, which will provide call termination and tran-
sit to, and from the PSTN to our network. Calls
destined for the PSTN can be terminated by any
gateway with a PSTN connection. To make calls
more cost e ective for the user however, gate-

Figure 5: A step by step illustration of
communications between two nodes.

ways should advertise number ranges that they
are willing to terminate for, and at what cost.
This would enable a client to choose the best
match for call termination. Calls from the PSTN
would require a gateway, and a number for the
user. This number could be their conventional
telephone number ported to a company that pro-
vides gateway access to the network, or could be a
UPT number with a provider that can terminate
to the network.
Currently we are at the design stage, and we

still need to address many issues such as privacy,
allocation of identifiers etc. We will be using the
NTRG stack as the basis for our development
since it provides facilities for decentralised name
resolution, routing, and addressing [16].

5. Conclusion
Under the current telecommunications model,

a person will contact another at a given identi-
fier. Identifiers, however, are allocated to devices
and as such a user may have a number of di er-
ent identifiers, and may be contactable at all or
some of these at any given moment. We propose
a new model, where an identifier is allocated to
a person and may be associated with any num-
ber of devices. A user will then define how this
identifier should route their calls according to a
profile. We believe our model to be a more flexible
user-friendly version, which allows for portability,
mobility, and gives more control to the user. We
have outlined the high-level issues to be resolved,
given an overview of current systems and some
of the issues they fail to address, and provided a
high-level outline of the functionality of the sys-
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tem.
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